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MicroLink Information Technology and Business College 

Department of Computer and Software Engineering  

Final Exam Fresh Man Mathematics  

Course Code: ___Math-1101_ 

Academic Year: ___2012E.c__ 

  Exam Date: ________________ 

 Maximum Score: __30%_______ 

Time Allowed: __1:30_________ 
 

 

 

Full Name: ___________________________________ID NO: ________________year___ 

Department: ___________________ Section________ Semester.  II   Admission: Extension 

 Regular 

                        Add   

   

   

   

                   

 

General Instructions 

 Write your Name, ID, Department and Section both on each page. 

 Please make sure the exam has 3-parts and 4-pages including the cover page  

 Read carefully the instructions and attempt all questions. 

 Provide your answer only on the  answer key. 

 Any material shall not be taken in to the exam room unless permitted by course instructor. 

 Cheating is strictly forbidden and it will lead you academic dismissal. 

 Please switch off your mobile until the end of the exam. 

 

 

Please Do Not Turn This Page Until You Are Told To Do So!! 
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Part I. True/False Items (12 Points) 

Instruction: Write TRUE if the statement is correct and FALSE if it is not 

correct. 

1. All functions are necessarily relations. 

2. The function  ( )  
    

   
   has a vertical asymptote at     . 

3. If  ( )    (  –   ) ( )     , for some polynomial  ( ), then (   ) is a factor  

      of  ( )  

4. The graph of a polynomial function of degree   can not have sharp corners. 

5. The mapping given by {( 4, 3),(2, 5),(4,6),(5, 5)}F       is a one to one function. 

6. For two propositions p and q the compound propulsions  (   )     

       and      are equivalent. 

7. All equal sets are equivalent sets. 

8. For two sets A&B,  if BA , then BA . 

9. If two rows or columns of matrix are equal then the determinant is zero. 

10. An argument form                    is said to be valid if   is true  

     whenever all the premises               are true. 

11. If   ( ) changes sign from positive to negative at the critical point      

     then f(x) contains a relative maximum at     . 

12. If a function f(x) is continuous at     then it is also differentiable at     

 

 

Part II. Multiple Choice Items (17 Points) 

Instruction: Choose the correct answer among the given alternatives and write 

the letter of your choice on the answer key provided. 

1. Which of the following is a propositional statement?  
A) May God bless you                         C)  Adis-Ababa is capital city of Ethiopia 

B) she is an accounting student          D)  he is very clever student 
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2.  If P and q are two propositional statements which are both false then which of 
the following compound statement is True. 

       A)          B)           C)           D)           E) both C& D are answers 

3. For two propositions P and q which of the following compound proposition is not 

a tautology     A)             B)              C)   (   )        D)   (   ) 
 

4. One of the following is an open proposition  

A) London is a city in Africa              C)      is greater than      
B) Mathematics is difficult                D)   man is mortal  

 

5.  Given the a universal set U and two sets A & B which of the following represents 
the shaded region in the  Vann diagram below 

 
6. If the size of matrix A is     and the size matrix B is     then the size of the 

product     is,       A)                B)               C)                 D)                  

7. If   and   are two matrices of the same size which of the following can be false 

A)                   B) (  )             C)                 D) all are false 

8. If the matrix  [
      
      

]  has no inverse the value of ,    is    

    A) 5            B) 6             C) 7              D) 8               E) none 

9. Given that matrix    [
           
           
           

] then    ( )         

   A) 50           B) 60            C) 30            D) 40             E) none 

10.  Which of the following is the inverse of the matrix [
      
      

] under multiplication 

A. [
        
         

]         B.  [
    
        

]         C. [
         
       

]         D. [
          
        

]         E. none 

11. If      ,then which one of the following is not true about the function      ?                    

A) (   ) is  -intercept           C)  The domain is the set of all real numbers       

B)  It is increasing               D)  The range is the set of positive real numbers     

12. What is the domain of the relation     *(   ) (   ) (    ) (   )+? 

          A) *   +             B) *     +              C) *        +               D) * + 
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13. Which of the following relations is not a function? 

        A)    *(   ) (   ) (   )+            C)     *(   ) (   ) (   )+   
        B)    *(   ) (   ) (   )+               D)    *(   ) (   ) (   )+ 

14. Given two sets     *   +         *   + ,  the Cartesian product     is 

        A.  {(1, a), (1, b), (2, a), (b, b)}                     C.   {(1, 1), (2, 2), (a, a), (b, b)} 

        B.  {(1, a), (2, a), (1, b), (2, b)}                     D.  {(1, 1), (a, a), (2, a), (1, b)} 

15. Given the set B={0, 1,2,3,4,5,6} define a relation       by 

   *(   )        +, then all elements of the relation R are,    

       A)  *(   ) (   ) (     ) (   )+               B)  *(   ) (   ) (   )+                               
       C)  *(   ) (   ) (   ) (   )+                  D)  *(   ) (   ) (   ) (   )+              

16. Let   be a function defined by  :f  then which of the following is one to 

one function.     A) 4)( xf       B)  16)(  xxf       C) 7)( 2  xxf         D) none      

17. Which of the following functions defined on the set of real numbers is a 

polynomial function. 

         A)  
x

x
xf

21

35
)(






         
 B) 

xxf 3)(           C) 47)(  xxf            D) 
xxf 2log)(   

 

 

PART III: Fill in the blank space (4 points) 

Instruction:  Give a short and precise answer on the blank spaces provided. 

1. For two sets     *       +        *         +   then find                     

        a)                                

        b)                               

2. The derivative of the function  ( )            is ___________ 

3. The integral of the function  ( )        is ________ 

4. The slope of the line tangent to the graph of   ( )      at the point (1,3) is_____ 

5. The limit of the function _________
1

1
lim

2

2
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